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Abstract

   This document describes the architecture and framework for the Simple
   Use of Policy Abtractions (SUPA).  It also gives an overview of the
   SUPA components.
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1.  Introduction

2.  Position of the policy engine

   A network can be modeled with multiple layers.  Policies can be
   applied to all the layers to achieve requirements from various type
   of actors.

      device-level: policy can only be accessed and enforced on one
      device.  The policy controls the dynamic behaviours, e.g.  QoS,
      decapsulation, encapsulation, and forwarding.

      network-level: policy can be configured to communicate with
      multiple network elements.  The policy controls the adjustment of
      technique related network solutions, e.g.  L3VPN, L2VPN.

      service-level: policies are abstracted to be technique
      independent, and provided for the higher level users.  The
      customer facing policy is provided to reduce the operation on
      service level agreement, generic VPN service, unified tunnel
      services.

3.  policy engine framework

   Figure 1 depicts the policy engine framework.
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              Figure 1: Figure 1 The policy engine framework

   The policy engine is configured with concrete policy DMs, so that it
   can deal with assigned policies.  The concrete policy DM can generate
   data-store and northbound interface for the policy engine.  One or
   more standard protocols should be selected (e.g., NETCONF, RESTCONF)
   for policy operations to communicate with the Policy Engine.  The
   policy engine runs with monitoring the lower level events from the
   southbound.  The policy engine execute policies by doing actions or
   decomposing the policy to lower level policies.  Higher level events
   may be generated by the policy engine, so that policy engine or
   applications sitting on a higher level can consume.

4.  Policy Data Model

   The policy data model describes in detail about the protocol
   operations and data-store content.  It serves as an "API contract"
   honored by the policy engine, and is essential to the model driven
   policy API.  The well defined policy model structure facilitates both
   flexibility and extensibility.

      generic policy model: defines a generic policy header and the
      policy body structure.  The generic policy header contains
      information on, e.g. name, identifier, life cycle, which can be
      shared by all the specific policy models.  The generic policy body
      could be a ordered list of policy rules.  But the details on how
      the policy rule like is extended by the specific policy model,
      e.g.  Event Condition Action (ECA) policy model.

      specific policy model: inherits from the generic policy model with
      specific extensions on the policy rule.  For example the ECA
      policy model extends the policy rule with Event-Condition-Action
      definition.
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      concrete policy model: is rendered based on the specific model by
      SDOs, vendors or operators.  It represents concrete technique and
      vendor implementation.  For example, a concrete Event, like time
      event, packet-in.

5.  Information Model

   How the information model can help data model generation?  What
   should be defined in the Information Model (IM), what in the Data
   Model (DM)?

      The IM document can have more words introducing what an item is
      and why we need an item.  The IM helps other DM creation rather
      than YANG both in and outside IETF.

      The DM document should be more on how to represent informations in
      for example YANG

6.  Security Considerations

   To do

7.  IANA Considerations

   This memo includes no request to IANA.
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